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O R D E R 
 
Per A. Mohan Alankamony, Accountant Member 
 
 The appeal filed by the assessee is directed against the order of ld. 

CIT(A) in ITA No.98/AC-11(1)/AI/05-06 dated 16.10.2009 for the A.Y. 2003-

04. 

2. The appellant is a private limited company incorporated on 

25.5.2001.  Its primary business is to manufacture and sell software 

package.   For the A.Y. 2003-04, the assessee filed its return of income on 
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28.11.2003 declaring a loss of Rs.85,25,752.  The return of income was 

processed initially u/s. 143(1) of the Act on 25.2.2004 and subsequently 

selected for scrutiny and assessment completed on 30.12.2005 on 143(3) 

of the Act. 

3. In the assessment, ld. AO made an addition of Rs.30,77,193 and 

Rs.3,34,850 which was claimed by the assessee as expenditure on 

account of cancellation of lease and improvement on lease hold premises 

respectively.  The assessee company had entered into lease agreement 

with the building owner for a period of four years with an obligation to pay 

the lease rent for the entire period of the lease even if vacated before the 

completion of four year term of the lease.  The assessee had leased out 

the premises adjacent to its existing office for expansion of its business.  

However, as intended expansion of the business did not happen, therefore 

it was compelled to surrender the premises to the landlord prior to four 

years of the agreed term of lease foregoing a portion of the security deposit 

held by the landlord which amounted to Rs.30,77,193.  Ld. AO disallowed 

this amount as allowable expenditure with the following observations: 

 “ The lease agreement is pertaining to an asset which is in 
the nature of Capital i.e. Building.  In the hands of the assessee 
the lease hold rights in the building also constitutes a Capital 
asset.  In other words, the lease agreement is for enduring benefit 
on the Building for over the period of years.  If the lease had not 
been cancelled then the assessee would have got an enduring 
benefit over the years of lease agreement.   

 Therefore in the light of the above discussion the sum of 
Rs.30,77,193 debited by the assessee in the P&L A/c. as lease 
cancellation charges is treated as capital expenditure and the 
same is being disallowed.” 
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4. With respect to the expenditure on improvement on lease hold 

building for Rs.3,52,473, it was submitted that the amount was spent for 

construction of a room with door for putting up a cafeteria area and UPS 

room in the lease hold premises which was vacated prematurely during the 

year.  The ld. AO disallowed this expenditure.   The relevant portion of the 

order is reproduced hereinbelow for reference: 

“If any property is taken on lease then it shall be treated as 
Capital asset and if any improvement over the property shall also 
be treated as Capital asset and applicable depreciation can be 
allowed as the cost of improvement to the lease hold asset.  
Moreover, the assessee has constructed a separate room with door 
for the purpose of putting up a Cafeteria and UPS Room, which 
cannot be treated as cost of maintenance of purpose.  If the 
expenditure said to be the cost of maintenance then it is supposed 
to be the expenditure towards, minor repairs, alteration without 
altering the structure of the building and white washing, etc.  The 
changes and alterations are done with a view to get long term and 
enduring benefits.  Therefore, the cost of construction of the 
room for putting up a cafeteria and UPS is treated as capital 
expenditure and the assessee’s claim that it is a revenue 
expenditure is disallowed.  Therefore a sum of Rs.3,34,850/- is 
being disallowed after allowing the depreciation ……….”. 

 

5. On appeal before the ld. CIT(A), it was examined whether the 

following ingredients were present from the facts and circumstances of the 

case for claiming deduction u/s. 28(1) of the Act:   

(a) There should be business or profession. 
(b) The business or profession should be carried on by the 

assessee. 
(c) The business or profession should be carried on for some time 

during the previous year. 
(d) The charge is in respect of the profits and gains of the previous 

year of the business and profession. 
(e) The charge extends to any business or profession carried on.  
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6. Ld. CIT(A) after considering such examination to be necessary came 

to the conclusion that merely taking two floors of a building on rent cannot 

be equated with setting up of a business, therefore the condition specified 

in clause(a) above was absent.  He was also of the view that the business 

was neither set up nor commenced or carried on during the A.Y. 2003-04 

even though the company was incorporated on 25.1.2001.  Finally, the ld. 

CIT(A) came to the following conclusion: 

“6.4 On the facts of the case, I have decided supra that the 
expenditure incurred for improvement of the leased property and 
charges paid for cancellation in 2nd year shows the business did 
not take off at all or was not set up at all.  That the business did 
not take off at all is evidenced by the fact that the appellant has 
filed an application before the ROC.  Hence the loss cannot be 
even treated as capital expenditure or loss even business loss.  In 
fact the loss is dead and inadmissible.  Similar is the view of the 
Calcutta High Court in the case of CIT v. Bihar Spinning And 
Weaving Mills Ltd. (1953) 24 ITR 108 (Cal.).  In that case, the 
High Court held that even in the second year of its incorporation, 
the A.O. had found that the business of the assessee had not been 
set up or commenced.  The result was the income earned during 
that period was treated as income from other sources while the 
expenditure incurred were treated as admissible, the assessee 
suffering both ways.  In toto, the loss claimed by the appellant is 
treated as dead and inadmissible and thus incapable of being 
carried forward for set off in later years if any.  The A.O. is 
directed to amend the order accordingly. 

 

7. The assessee is now in appeal before us with five elaborate 

grounds.  Ground Nos. 1 & 5 are general in nature and do not survive for 

adjudication.  The other grounds are summarized as follows: 

“2. The ld. AO had erred in not allowing the expense incurred on 

account of termination of lease agreement.   
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3. The ld. ACIT has erred in disallowing the expenditure incurred 

on temporary construction on the lease hold premises. 

4. The ld. CIT(A) has erred in confirming the disallowance on 

account of termination of lease agreement and temporary 

construction on the lease hold premises by holding that these 

expenditure were incurred before setting up of the business of the 

software development.”  

8. Ld. AR forcefully argued before us stating that the appellant had 

commenced its operations on the said premises and the payment of rent 

was allowed as deduction for the earlier years. In order to expand its business 

additional space was rented out by executing a lease agreement for four 

years.  The landlord insisted that the premises should not be vacated 

before the said term.  Since the appellant could not expand its business, 

was compelled to terminate the lease agreement, due to which dispute 

arose with the landlord and after negotiation, a settlement was reached 

whereby the appellant had to forego a sum of Rs.30,77,193.  The appellant 

had no other option because it had deposited certain amount as security 

deposit with the Land Lord to protect his interest in the event of default of 

payment of rent.  Ld AR submitted, Section 269UA (f) of the Act specifies 

that the lease of an immovable property is to be regarded as transfer only if 

the lease is for a period of twelve years or more. Therefore the lease in 

only such circumstances would constitute a capital asset in the hands of 

the lessee who enjoys benefit of an enduring nature.  Similar provisions are 

also incorporated in section 27 of the Act.  However, in the present case 

the lease period was only for four years and therefore it cannot be held that 
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the lease constitutes a capital asset.  It was submitted that the appellant 

had incurred the cancellation charges for termination of lease with a view to 

save on expenditure in the accounting period as well as for the subsequent 

period with respect to payment of rent.   The expenditure was incurred not 

with an intention for acquiring any enduring benefit or an asset.  The 

expenditure was incurred only to get rid of an onerous obligation.  The 

payment under the obligation would constitute only revenue expenditure. 

The lease termination charges were in substitution of a payment that would 

have been made on revenue account.  Therefore it was prayed that the 

lease cancellation charges should also be regarded as revenue 

expenditure and allowed.  Ld. AR relied on the following case laws : 

(1) CIT v. Ashok Leyland Ltd. (SC) 86 ITR 549 (Mad)  
(2) CIT v. Pepsico  (sic) Peico Electronics & Electricals Ltd. 107 CTR 40 

(Cal) 
(3) Life Insurance Corporation of India v. CIT, Bombay City-II, 119 ITR 

900 (Bom). 
 

9. Further ld. AR defended the appellant with respect to payment made 

for Rs.3,34,850 towards temporary construction of a cafeteria and UPS 

room stating that it will be only in the nature of revenue expenditure since 

these expenditure were incurred on the tenanted premises, further the 

assessee did not acquire any capital asset and also did not derive any 

benefit of any enduring nature. It was also argued that these expenditure 

should be construed in the nature of repairs to the building and should be 

allowed u/s. 30 of the Act, if not u/s. 37 of the Act which provides that an 

expenditure which is not in capital nature or personal and is incurred wholly 

and exclusively for the purpose of the business of the assessee shall be 
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allowed as deduction when computing income from the business of the 

assessee.  In the instant case, the expenditure was incurred for making 

some alterations in the premises to suit the appellant and further these 

alterations become an integral part of the existing structure which cannot 

be detached, consequently it will not belong to the assessee.  Ld. AR relied 

on the decision of the Madras High Court in the case of  CIT v. Haridas 

Bhagath & Co. Pvt. Ltd. reported in 240 ITR 169.  Ld. AR prayed that from 

the facts and circumstances of this case, the addition made by the AO and 

further confirmed by the ld. CIT(A) may be deleted.   

10. Ld. DR vehemently supported the order of the ld. AO and the ld. 

CIT(A) and for the reasons stated therein prayed that the order of the ld. 

CIT(A) may be upheld.    

11. We have heard the rival submissions and carefully perused the 

material on record. There is no mention about the non-existence of the 

business during the relevant assessment year in the order of the Ld.AO.  

There were carried forward losses for the A.Y. 2003-04 and short term 

capital loss for Rs.17,41,221 and Rs.33,72,498 respectively taken note of 

by the ld. AO while passing the assessment order for the relevant 

assessment year.  He has also arrived at a loss from business for 

Rs.17,85,020 for the relevant assessment year after making the 

disallowances mentioned supra. There is no categorical finding by the ld. 

CIT(A)  to explain that the business of the assessee has not commenced. 

No other fresh materials were brought to our notice by the Revenue to hold 

that the business of the assessee had not commenced. Therefore we 

dismiss this stand of the Revenue.  With respect to the disallowance of 
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lease cancellation charges it is evident that this loss to the assessee was 

incurred due to appropriation of security deposit standing with the landlord 

in lieu of the loss of lease rent to the landlord.  As far as the assessee is 

concerned, it is a payment made for the portion of the rent payable for the 

balance term of the lease agreement.  This expense has crystallized during 

the relevant assessment year due to the decision taken for termination of 

the lease agreement.  The argument of the Revenue that this payment 

pertains to the surrender of a lease hold right and lease hold right being in 

the nature of an asset can be construed only as a capital loss to the 

assessee is not appreciable.  In the case of CIT v. Ashok Leyland relied 

upon by the ld. AR, it was held that “the compensation paid for termination 

of the services of the managing agents was a payment made with a view to 

save business expenditure in the accounting period as well as a few 

subsequent years; it was not made for acquiring any enduring benefit or 

income-yielding asset.  By avoiding certain business expenditure the 

company could not be said to have acquired enduring benefits or any 

income-yielding asset.  The expenditure was of a revenue nature and was 

an allowable deduction in computing the profits of the assessee-company.”    

Ld. AR’s reliance in the case CIT v. Peico Electronics & Electricals Ltd. 

supra is also of quite relevance wherein it was held that the compensation 

paid for premature termination of trade agreement to avoid future 

commercial inconvenience did not bring into existence any capital asset of 

enduring nature and, therefore is revenue expenditure.  Drawing strength 

from these case laws, we are of the considered opinion that the 

expense incurred by the assessee due to cancellation charges of 
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lease agreement for Rs.30,77,193 can be only held to be revenue 

expenditure.  It is ordered accordingly.   

12. Now going to the issue of disallowance of expenditure incurred due 

to temporary construction on the lease hold premises, it is apparent that the 

assessee has not acquired any asset of enduring nature.  It was an 

expenditure incurred on the lease hold premises to suit the convenience of 

the appellant.   More over the premises had to be vacated due to 

commercial expediency.  The decision cited by the ld. AR in the case of 

CIT v. Haridas Bhagath & Co. Pvt. Ltd. reported in 240 ITR 169 is drawn for 

attention wherein it was held that the expenditure on the building taken on 

lease was revenue in nature.  Following the ratio of this decision, we 

hold that the improvement cost on lease hold building incurred by the 

appellant for Rs.3,52,473 is to be allowed as a revenue expenditure.  It 

is ordered accordingly.  Thereby we have allowed all the three grounds 

raised by the assessee in its favour. 

13. In the result, the appeal of the assessee is allowed. 

Pronounced in the open court on this 11th  day of  February, 2011. 

 
  Sd/-      Sd/- 
 
( GEORGE GEORGE K. )  (A. MOHAN ALANKAMONY ) 
        Judicial Member        Accountant Member  
 
Bangalore,  
Dated, the 11th  February, 2011. 
 
Ds/- 
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Copy to: 
 

 

 
 
             By order 
 
 
 
      Assistant Registrar 
        ITAT, Bangalore. 
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